Abstract. This paper proposes a random walk model to analyze visitors' mobility patterns in a large museum. Visitors' available time makes their visiting styles different, resulting in dissimilarity in the order and number of visited places and in path sequence length. We analyze all this by comparing a simulation model and observed data, which provide us the strength of the visitors' mobility patterns. The obtained results indicate that shorter stay-type visitors exhibit stronger patterns than those with the longer stay-type, confirming that the former are more selective than the latter in terms of their visitation type.
Introduction
This paper analyzes visitors' mobility patterns in the Louvre, a large museum in Paris. We deployed seven Bluetooth sensors across the museum, which provided large datasets of visitors' behaviors. The question asked is whether or not we can measure the strength of their patterns and evaluate them in the same framework, independent of their path sequence length. Because the probability of a shorter path sequence's appearance is much higher than that of a longer path sequence in nature, we propose a random walk model in a large-scale network and compare observed and simulated data.
In art museums and galleries, the systematic observation of visitors' movements has been conducted in the form of "timing and tracking", most likely relying on the paper-and-pencil method (Yalowitz and Bronnenkant, 2009, p. 52) . These quantitative methods were used in the early visitor studies (Robinson, 1928; Melton, 1935; Loomis, 1987, pp. 21-23; Hein, 1998, pp. 47-51) , based on "the assumption (prevalent at the time) that observations are more objective and reliable than what people might say in interview" (Hooper-Greenhill, 2006, p. 363) . On the contrary, Wittlin (1949) used the qualitative method of collecting visitors' behavior "by asking people open-ended questions and interpreting their answers as well as their drawings" (Hein, 1998, p. 51) . Although Hein pointed out that the characteristics of a series of Robinson and Melton's works were "the large sample sizes -timing studies of adults used samples up to almost 2,000" (1998, p. 49) , most of the datasets concerning art museums and galleries contain relatively small samples gathered from a spatially confined area, even those that use new and emerging technology. Turning right at choice points in galleries, attracting -power, holding-power (see Loomis, 1987, page 21-23 for a summary) Serrell (1998) Observations Table 1 shows an example of the data collection technique for the paths of visitors in a museum, the sample size of the obtained data, and the results of the analysis using these datasets. One of the most relevant tools for recording visitors' behavior is optical technology (i.e., time-lapse photographs, video cameras) because it "corroborated subjective impressions" (Nielsen, 1942, p. 109 (Loomis, 1987, p. 221) . Alternatively, Sparacino (2002) proposed the use of wearable sensors to collect visitors' behavior in a science museum and distributed the collected samples into previously established categories (i.e., the busy, selective, and greedy) depending on visitors' paths and the length of their stops. Conversely, Kanda et al. (2008) took a bottom-up approach and classified visitors' behavior to analyze their visiting patterns based on the large samples collected by asking visitors to equip RFID tags during their visits to a science museum. Both of these methods were applied in science museums, where much of the previous work has taken place. Art museums and galleries, in contrast, have served as the environmental context in only a few previous studies (Hooper-Greenhill, 2006, p. 368) . For those reasons, this paper attempts to collect large datasets in a large art museum.
Data collection
For this purpose, we employ the Bluetooth detection technique. Bluetooth detection is based on systematic observation that discovers Bluetooth activated mobile devices, putting it in the framework of "unobtrusive measures" (Webb et al., 2000) . This makes use of visitors' digital footprints or "data exhaust" (MayerSchönberger and Cukier, 2013, p. 113) . This technique has been used to collect pedestrians' sequential movements outdoors (Eagle and Pentland, 2005; Paulos and Goodman, 2004; Kostakos et al., 2010; Versichele et al., 2010) as well as indoors (Delafontaine et al., 2012; Yoshimura et al., 2014 Yoshimura et al., , 2017 . The detection system works as follows: When Bluetooth activated mobile devices enter a sensor's detection range, the sensor keeps detecting their presence until they exit.
As each mobile device's MAC address is unique in most cases, the sensor network can identify the check-in and check-out of each mobile device with a time stamp. The hash algorithm (Stallings, 2011, pp. 342-361) was applied to maintain the anonymity of visitors' data by converting the MACID into a unique identifier (Sanfeliu et al., 2010) . Thus, we collected data about visitors' sequential movements, lengths of stay, and transition times between places while overcoming the privacy issue. Each node corresponds to a room in the museum, and a link between two nodes corresponds to a corridor to another kind of connection between rooms. The nodes identified by the seven letters correspond to the rooms where sensors are located. The nodes identified by the numbers indicate popular artworks near each sensor. The bigger the circle, the higher the betweenness centrality of the node (see Boccaletti et al. (2006) for a review of betweenness). Within the collected data, we selected the ones that started and finished at node E for the subsequent analysis in order to measure the length of stay in the museum. After data cleanup and processing to remove inconsistencies, 24,452 unique devices were identified and used in our analysis.
Methodology

2-1. Validity of the path length and random walk
The path followed by a visitor through a museum can be represented as a sequence of letters, each of them corresponding to one of the unique locations of the museum. The sequences in the present research are composed of seven letters, i.e., the number of sensors installed in the museum, and start and end with the letter E, which corresponds to the entrance/exit of the museum. Each sequence is at least three letters long, as we only consider visitors who were detected in proximity of one sensor besides the one at the entrance/exit. So, for example, the shortest sequence we observe is of the kind E-S-E. There is in theory no upper bound to the maximum length of sequences, since a person can visit a location more than once. In our study, however, the longest sequence observed consisted of 30 letters.
In general, if we have N nodes -in our case 7, the number of sensors installed in the museum -we can compose N^i different sequences of length i. In our case, i can range from 3, the shortest sequence possible, to 30, the longest sequence observed. So, all possible sequences with a length between these two extremes sum up to
( 1) where x=30, or the maximum length considered (Sinatra et al., 2010) . However, not all the possible sequences are valid for the analysis because there are not enough data to validate long paths (Sinatra et al., 2010) . That is, for high values of x, we do not have enough paths of length x in our observed data to assess the statistical significance of the path. The maximum length S of the path that is valid for the analysis can be calculated based on the number of nodes N and the sample size of paths (24,452 in our dataset). As we consider only paths starting at the entrance (E) and finishing at the exit (E), we calculate the maximum path length for our analysis by subtracting the fixed first and last nodes; hence, we use S-2. In addition, we consider that the same node is not repeated consecutively. Therefore, the number of possible nodes that can be selected at each step of the visits is N-2 (excluding E and the letter of the currently visited node). Taken together, we need to solve the following inequality to determine S:
which gives S=8, meaning that we cannot analyze paths longer than 8.
Moreover, shorter path sequences (i.e., E-S-E) tend to appear more frequently than longer path sequences (i.e., E-D-S-B-D-V-E). Because the probability of the appearance of short combinations of nodes is higher than that of long combinations of nodes, we cannot compare the frequencies of paths of different lengths. In order to solve this problem, we employ a random walk on the graph of N nodes to make a reference line for each path length. A random walk on a network is a process simulating walkers moving between nodes in a discrete time.
At each timestep, a walker chooses the next node to hop on randomly among those linked to the node the walker is sitting on (Sinatra, et al., 2011) . Hence, each movement depends only on the connections of the current location and not on previously visited nodes. 
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Path length 6 Table 2 shows the result of the random walk frequency applied to seven nodes. The x-axis in Figure 2 takes the rank of the frequently appearing path types at each path length, ordered by number of occurrences. As we can observe, the frequency of each rank in each path length decreases when the path length increases. This reveals the effect, as we mentioned previously, that shorter path lengths appear more frequently than longer path lengths, preventing us from comparing all extracted paths under the same circumstance.
Although a visitor's choice of movements in a museum likely depends on the past locations visited as well as the prior knowledge of the museum (i.e., repeaters or first time visitors), a random walk is a minimalistic model providing a reference line for the frequency of sequences simply induced by the graph structure of the museum. The random walk simulations can therefore provide us with the probability of the transitions between nodes and hence with the probability of each path for a given length. Since the probability of a given path decreases when the path length increases, we cannot compare paths of different lengths with each other. For this reason, we compare the probability of each observed path length with the probability provided by the random walk model. We introduce the Rvalue, defined as the observed frequency of a path divided by the frequency of the same path in the random walk model, in order to measure the strength of each path and identify patterns in the museum. That is, if R is large (>>1), the corresponding path is a strong pattern, as it suggests that the observed path appears much more frequently than in the random walk model.
2-2. Spearman's correlation
To clarify the distribution of each path, we focus on looking for a correlation between the duration of a visitor's stay in the museum and his or her chosen trajectory. We split our sample into deciles based on the duration of stay, effectively obtaining 10 equally-sized clusters of ~2446 visits each. Meanwhile, we calculate the number of visitors using every possible trajectory across the museum that is present in each of the aforementioned partitions. Then, for every different path, we calculate the correlation between the partition order and the number of visitors in that partition. Since we know that the partitions increase monotonically by duration of stay, if a correlation exists, it can tell us which trajectories are more frequent when a visitor stays for different lengths of time. We quantify the correlation by means of Spearman's correlation coefficient (Corder and Foreman, 2009) , denoted by the symbol ρ, and p-value. Spearman's correlation coefficient is used to assess how well the relationship between the two variables (x, y) can be described using a monotonic function, where the derivative of y with respect to x is greater than zero, 
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To understand the procedure we are using, one can observe Figure 3 . All the paths of our datasets can be classified into four types that express their frequencies across the 10 partitions. We can see that the frequency of PATH1 increases as the length of stay increases. Conversely, the frequency of PATH2 decreases as the length of stay increases. According to Spearman's correlation coefficient, PATH1 displays a significant positive correlation with partition order (ρ=0.93, p=5.83E-05), while PATH2 shows a significant negative correlation (ρ=-0.96, p=1.02E-05). This would imply that visitors tend to use PATH1 more when they stay inside the museum longer, thus making PATH1 characteristic of longer stay-type visitors, while PATH2 is chosen more frequently with shorter stay-type visitors. Figure 3 also shows how PATH3 and PATH4 are more evenly distributed across partitions, suggesting that there is no clear tendency to choose any of these paths depending on a visitor's length of stay in the museum.
In addition to this, if we focus on the first partition (equivalent to the shorter staytype visitors, with a stay length of less than 1:30:27) and the last partition (longer stay-type visitors, with a stay time of more than 05:04:11), we then find trajectories that appear in one of these two partitions but not both, effectively finding frequent paths that are exclusive to both groups. We also quantify correlations of the mean of the p-values for every distinct path in our dataset and their frequencies throughout the dataset. 
Patterns of visitors' sequential movements
This section analyzes the relationship between the distribution of visitors' path types and their frequencies. We extract all path types that appeared in each group and count the number of appearances of each path, resulting in the frequency of each path. As a result, 1,312 different path types are subject to further analysis for the longer stay-type visitors, and 373 for the shorter stay-type visitors. In a similar way, we examine the random walker dataset: 833 for the longer stay-type random walkers and 518 for the shorter stay-type random walkers. shorter stay-type visitors, (c) longer stay-type random walkers, and (d) shorter stay-type random walkers. The black dashed line shows the CCDF of the power law probability density function:
Our results show that the distribution of the path types for the shorter stay-type visitors as well as random walkers (red lines) can be approximated by power laws with exponents a=1.99 and 1.82) than the longer stay-type ones (blue lines, a=2.33 and 2.08, respectively). To test whether the power law is the best description for our dataset, we performed comparative analysis of the goodness of fit of another possible candidate distributions for our datasets, and exponential function. We compared the power law and exponential functions to our four individual datasets through the maximum likelihood method as well as the log likelihood ratio test provided by Alstott et al., (2014) . The results indicate that all datasets except the longer stay-type visitors are better fit by the power laws than the exponential functions (p-value<0.01), and the longer stay-type random walkers fit better with lognormal than with the power law distribution (pvalue=0.02).
We can interpret the obtained results as follows: Many shorter stay-type visitors tend to use the same paths from the entrance to the exit, so a few path types have a much higher frequency, while most path types appear only once. Conversely, most of the longer stay-type visitors also use a few path types, but their frequencies are not so high as those for the shorter stay-type visitors. Rather, most of the longer stay-type visitors are likely to follow different trajectories. As a result, the shorter visitors' lengths of stay become, the more the visitors follow a similar sequence in the museum. Table 3 presents the top five paths with the highest frequency, ordered by the observed paths in each group. Within them, E-S-E appears with the highest frequency in both groups. In addition, we can observe that its frequency is higher among the longer stay-type visitors than among the shorter stay-type visitors. More than 20% of the longer stay-type visitors visit only one node and explore other areas without passing through any other nodes. However, if we focus on Rvalue, the third-highest frequency's path, E-D-S-B-D-V-C-E, appears with the highest R-value among other paths among the longer stay-type visitors. This indicates that, although the former path (i.e., E-S-E) has a higher frequency than the latter (i.e., E-D-S-B-D-V-C-E), the latter has a stronger pattern than the former. In a similar way, E-B-S-D-V-C-E has a much higher R-value than other paths among the shorter stay-type visitors, although its frequency is lower ranked (eighth place). Table 4 presents all paths that satisfy both of the above-mentioned thresholds (i.e., ρ>0.6, p<0.01). We sort them by the R-value. Nineteen paths are extracted from the shorter stay-type visitors, but only two paths are discovered from the longer staytype visitors. Here again, a larger number of path types appears among the shorter stay-type visitors than among the longer stay-type visitors. In addition, the R-value of the shorter stay-type visitors is significantly larger than that of the longer staytype visitors. For example, the strongest R-value from the longer stay-type visitors is similar to the one ranked 10 th in the shorter stay-type visitors, and the second strongest one (i.e., E-C-V-C-E) is lower than all R-values from the longer stay-type visitors. Actually, the strongest R-value from the shorter stay-type visitors (i.e., E-B-S-D-V-C-E) is 17 times larger than the strongest R-value from the longer staytype visitors (i.e., E-D-S-B-S-D-E).
Patterns of visitors' sequential movement by R-value
All these facts indicate that the most frequently appearing pattern from the shorter stay-type visitors is quite strong, and that of the longer stay-type visitors is relatively weak. This is probably because the shorter stay-type visitors have a limited available time, so they might follow optimized paths to be able to visit the "must-see" art pieces in the most efficient way. As a result, the visiting style of the longer stay-type visitors shows higher diversity than that of the shorter stay-type. The strength of this selectivity gets weaker when the length of stay increases.
Discussion
Previous research discovered E-D-S-B-D-V-C-E as the most frequently appearing path from both groups (Yoshimura et al., 2014) , but the current research specifies this path as the determinant factor for the shorter stay-type visitors. This is because Spearman's rank correlation between the frequency of visitors' paths and their lengths of stay in the museum is negative, meaning that the distribution of E-D-S-B-D-V-C-E is unique to the shorter stay-type (ρ=-0.86, p=0.0012). In addition, we find that most R-values (i.e., observed frequency/random walk frequency) from the shorter stay-type visitors are much larger than those from the longer stay-type visitors. For example, the average R-value of the shorter stay-type is 3.7 times bigger than the longer stay-type. This suggests that the extracted patterns from the shorter stay-type visitors are much stronger than the ones from the longer staytype visitors.
All these facts indicate that the shorter stay-type visitors show much stronger mobility patterns than the longer stay-type visitors, and this coincides with our intuition. We intuitively consider that the shorter stay-type visitors would follow more similar paths than the longer stay-type visitors because they might want to follow the optimized paths that enable them to visit all the "must-see" art pieces within their limited available time. There are very few such paths given the structure of the museum's network. As a consequence, the average number of visited locations by the shorter stay-type visitors becomes frequently similar to that of the longer stay-type visitors, although the difference of each group's length of stay in the museum is more than 4 hours. All of our presented analysis validates this aspect using our empirically collected large-scale dataset. We visualize all these results in Figure 5 , in which we trace all visitors' sequential movements and identify the most used ones in a bottom-up way. We can see some of the frequently appearing paths until the path sequence length is 8, but such bold lines disappear when the path sequence length becomes more than 8.
Our approach is opposite to the conventional one, which largely depends on small samples of visitors' behaviors derived from interviews or questionnaires (Yalowitz and Bronnenkant, 2009) . Furthermore, our analytical framework and applied technique present an alternative to the application of sequence alignment methods to human movement datasets such as those of tourists' movements in urban settings (Shoval and Isaacson, 2007; Shoval et al., 2013) and pedestrians' movements in a city (Versichele, et al., 2011) and inside a building (Delafontaine et al., 2012; Kanda et al., 2007) . Although the sequence alignment method can measure the relative distance of the path in comparison with all other sequential paths by their similarities, the result depends greatly on the weight and parameters given in advance, resulting in the questionable validity and reliability of this technique (Shoval et al., 2013) .
As a backdrop to these situations, the proposed methodology can make a reference line that enables us to measure and evaluate the distance of the observed paths. Since the random walker randomly chooses a path with the same probability, a shorter or longer path sequence appears independently of its path sequence length.
As a consequence, this methodology enables us to compare the frequency of different path sequence lengths in the same framework.
In this way, our approach fills in the gaps and drawbacks of the most of the current research in art museums and galleries. The empirically accumulated dataset enables us to shed light on unknown aspects of visitors' behaviors in a dynamic way. This is opposite to a conventionally conducted analysis, which uses small samples of visitors' behaviors. The obtained results and findings are useful for managing spatial congestion through controlling visitor flow but also risk mapping. In addition, we can optimize the museum's facilities by considering visitors' routes and lengths of stay at each specific artwork as well as in the museum. Finally, our analysis and results provide significant information with which to create or improve interactive applications for mobile devices such as audio guides and visit guidance at large.
